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Mithra

Zar-toshte (Zarathoustra) the 1st

Sculpture of Atlas coming fro m the Farnes Villa transporting the world on its shoulders. Certain paintings show
Mithra transporting a rock on its back, like just like At las in Greek mythology, vêtu of a cape whose interior side
represents the starry sky. Capraro la in Italy in 1560
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The origin of the origins
Before starting, I make a point of quoting certain testimonys of great personalities with respect to
the seniority of the thought and of civilization Persian so that nobody dares to say to us since the
writer is Persan, it is allowed to seek the origin at his place and its ancestors.

Testimonys of great men for the seniority of the
civilization of Mithra
R. Greshman : Seniority of the art
and the age of the Persian Plate
R. Greshman, large archaeologist and French researcher declared that "archaeological research
which was continued on the Plate, by several nations, and France initially, allow us to illustrate
the development of Iranian art since the 5th millenium before J-C. until the 19th century,
unresolved of continuity.
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Adrien, museum of the Vatican: The influence of old Perse in Egypt The king of the kings melts
the university of medicine Cyrus, king of the kings, king of Egypt top and bottom, when I was in
his kingdom, ordered to me to go to Egypt to create and to build in the capital a Faculty of
Medicine and I gather any thing necessary to make function this faculty in Egypt. (This text was
brought back from Egypt towards Rome by Adrien and it is currently in the museum of the
Vatican). Senator Henri Caillavet: The Persian, this splendid country, which brought us so much
civilization.....

Henri Caillavet: The Persian, this splendid country, which brought us so much civilization and of
which we are somewhat the wire because it is true that the Persians of antiquity testified to us to
their art and their intelligence and their solidarity and influenced at the same time, Greece, Rome
and then obviously the Gallic ones and France.
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Let us change all our Dossier calculations of archaeology: The discovery which upsets the
knowledge of the origins of civilization

The last discovery of Persian civilization held the attention of the magazine "File of
archaeology" which had devoted its number of 145 pages of October 2003 (n°287) to fabulous
discovered of Jiroft while putting in large title on the cover: "the discovery which upsets the
knowledge of the origins of civilization, a cultural and artistic hearth, 5000 year old old man
(A.J-C). "

Mithra and Magi of the New Alliance Patriarch, S.B. Mgr Patrick Truchemotte, the worship of
Mithra...
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The Father Patrick Truchemotte (1929-1986) President of the Academy Ausone, medal- holder of
the town of Bordeaux for his activities of secretary-General of the committee of benevolence
Longchamps-Laseppe-Mandron, medal- holder of the rescuers of the Gironde medal- holders of
the Government, medal- holder of the French Memory and member of his office of Gironde,
stimulating of the emission Here Church of France on Bordeaux-A, authenticates erudite in
homeopathic medicine, Mgr Truchemotte was loved and estimated not only of his faithful, but
the many of Bordeaux one.
An extremely important passage developed the following thesis: - the Magi of the Epiphany
would have been priests of this religion come from the south of Mésopotamie. Here is the
argumentation, under the feather of Mgr Truchemotte:
Mithra and the Magi of the New Alliance the Gospel according to Mathieu Saint reports that at
the time of the birth of Jesus of the Magi arrived who came from the East. According to any
probability these spiritual travellers belonged to an extremely ancient religion whose most
known figure of the historians that of very large wise is named Zarathoustra (Zoroastre).

Mithra
Zar-toshte (Zarathoustra) 1st!!
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Mithra is the first Persian thought which appeared in PAMIRE of Tadjikistan already 7000 years
ago. While going down from the mountains of PAMIRE, Mithra drew the attention of the
Persian people of the time towards IZAD-MEHR, god of the sun. After a work of group and the
creation of its brotherhood with seven other people and the launched thought, Mithra carried out
unknown acts hitherto by the population of PAMIRE which one described as miraculous. These
miraculous acts were only seven following sciences:
1) medicine
2) astrology
3) pharmacy
4) the breeding and agriculture
5) the art of the combat
6) mathematics
7) chemistry
"Mehrabeh", Temples of Mithra the sciences founded by Mithra will be followed during 7000
years by the faithful ones of God of the sun in all the cultures, country, civilizations... Then dice
the departure, seven members made the group of Mithra, already the figure seven was a symbol
as the planets which turn around the sun which is seven. Did each seven companion of Mithra
have took the name of large stars like Venus, Mercure, Neptune, Mars, the Moon, Jupiter and?
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Mithra wants to thus create the seven days of the week and named with seven planets and stars.
It shared time at the year, the year in twelve months and every four months, one season and
every month with 29, 30 and 31 days based on the Sun. The seasons will remain eternally fixed
and in conformity. Each month, two meeting were organized in the cave, the first and fourth
week of each month by inventing several festivals day labourers, monthly, seasonal and annual.
All these festivals were with the glory of the Sun and the Earth. At the beginning, twelve months
represented four years, each departure one season was the one year departure which celebrated
the solstice of each season. At the second week of autumn, was held the festival of the Sun
whose Mithra was the son or his reflection on Earth and at the end of the second weeks of spring,
was regarded as the Easter (PAK) which wants cleanliness into Persan. This festival was a
homage to nature. 7000 years ago, all that was unknown people who saw certain lights by the
means of these disciplines. The unconscious ones which was only of simple peasants or the
ordinary citizens regarded these disciplines as miracles. The conference room of Mithra and its
seven companions was far from the sight of people. It was located in a cave of the mountain of
PAMIRE. The caves were built and decorated, as we can note it in the photographs taken of the
temples of Mithra, in Europe and even Europe outside. One found the symbol most important
registered on the wall of the East of the temple to knowing that of the sun to with dimensions of
two columns (arranged) where the companions of Mithra sat.
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To build the named temples of Mithra MEHRABEH in the caves, it was necessary to have the
square, the compass, the rule, the plumbline, the level as well as tools to be able to work the
stones of the mountain and those of the caves. The temples of Mithra were accessible by the
underground ones where there were no mountains. Following some miraculous acts (confers the
preceding scientific list), Mithra found its faithful and formed them with an aim of sending them
in the other cities of the Persian plate. For example, he knew the next dryness which was profiled
and which would touch PAMIRE. He even announced it, which became already a miracle. Of
another with dimensions, it gave the solutions to better be able to collect and proposed the use of
the blood of the bulls like natural manure and to thus improve agriculture. People who did not
know the advantage of the provisional use of the blood of bull as manure believed that God was
the sun and needed to sacrifice blood to improve the output of the ground. And when, with the
science of chemistry, Mithra alcohol manufactured to clean the wounds and the microbes on the
face and the skin of people, the simple ignoramuses and people took that for a miracle.
Gradually, the mithraïsm will widen in the other villages and cities. The Masters of this thought
were called MOGH (MAGOUSSE). This word goes progressively with time to take the face of
the magi, of the magicians and magic today. The brotherhood and the group of Mithra had ranks
and the individual was to be initiated and past certain examinations. Indeed, seven degrees of
initiation corresponding to seven stars were created.

Seven ranks
The seven ranks were as follows:
-

-

7th was the Father i.e. the Master, he became thereafter, the Father of the Fathers to
knowing the Large Master and was charged to create another group of seven.
- 6th was Perse (Persan), that which was ready to become the Father. Persan the or
Persian one wants to say the free man, the man of conscience, the man of wisdom, the
man of peace and the love who can judge the others without aucuns prejudged. But the
Persian empire will be created several thousands of years after Mithra, first Zarathoustra
by a branch of this thought.
- 5th was the Lion which represented the military force of the temple and the thought.
- 4th was the soldier or the militia. It was to start to form the group of combat and to
protect the brothers under the order from the Lion (the General).
- 3rd was the companion, that which had exceeded 2nd and the 1st rank and was
candidate to pass the test to become the military force with knowing the soldier and the
Lion.
- 2nd Was protected, that which needed to be protected by the ranks above but which was
to protect the 1st rank, the Corbel.
- 1st was thus the Corbel or the apprentice who represented the individual who came
from the world profane and who wished to form part of the six other individuals in the
cave (the temple). However, before entering the temple as Corbeau, which shouts and
moves much and which is shown everywhere, the individual was to give up all that to
become apprentice. Its work consisted to work the stone of mountain, to build the temple,
to seek the truth, the unit, fraternal solidarity and to maintain from time to time the
torches lit until the end of the meetings.

Under the stringcourse
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Before becoming Soldiers, the disciples of Mithra were to pass under a stringcourse after several
examinations and from the educational courses of the Soldier and Lion. Once under the
stringcourse, a series of questions was posed to him in order to know if it were ready to enter the
movement and the temple. Then, it was to as many pass time as necessary to pass the stage. To
be under the stringcourse, not to know the exact address of the temple and the cave and not to
know the members of the movement except the person who introduced the candidate, it did not
know anybody other. Moreover, it was to leave its will with a Lion to confirm dice the departure
which it was ready to give its life for the ideas of Mithra. The following stage consisted in
passing from the tests and examinations practise rather difficult like climbing a mountain,
crossing a desert, to cross the sea. These tests were connected with those of the soldiers of our
time, who in a barracks are subjected to their beginning with very difficult tests to see their
potential.

Wire of widow and trunk of the widows
Each member who lost his life for the glory of his mithraïc thoughts allowed his family to form
part of the great family of the group. The widow became by the same occasion the queen thanks
to the hospitality of the companions and the comrades of her late husband. The children of death
became automatically initiates to take the place of the father and to become in his Père turn of
the Fathers. Each martyr thus offered several faithful to the temple!!! In the temple of Mithra, the
disciples were of all the social layers, of the poor and of the rich person, of the owners and
workers thus côtoyaient themselves. To become member of the temple did not depend on the
monetary but moral richness. The trunk of the widow filled with each meeting of the temple. The
participants, according to their means, gave consequently but never nobody was with the current
of the amount deposited in the case. The case was thus used as insurance for the other disciples
of Mithra who were disappeared, lost, left in other countries to seek the new truth and to
announce their truth.

Marianne and Mithra
As we can note it by looking at the image of Marianne and that of Mithra, this symbol chooses to
represent France resembles the face of Mithra much. Like Shiva in India, Mithra at the Persians
always had a face between the woman and the man and his name are used the majority of the
times for men or women. Many of other words in Occident come from Mithra like Mythe,
Mitterrand...
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Marianne and its resemblance to
Mithra

The head of Mithra found in Italy

Three great lights of Mithra!

When Perse became Père, a festival was organized in a cave by drinking wine and eating bread.
The Father was medal- holder of a triangular jewel of form prepared by the Corbel and Protected
and symbolized by the three crowned precepts (the good thought, fine words and good practice).
At the time of this ceremony, the luminous torches were extinct symbolically never not to forget
the value of the light and the damage of darkness on humanity. And the 3 columns, symbols of
the three crowned precepts (the good thought, fine words and good practice) always decorate the
temple. Being given that Mithra represented God of the sun, the son of the sun, the presence of
fire, the light and the sun were rather important in the mithraïc thought. The provision of each
person inside the temple was well studied: the Father or the Master was with the East, the Lion
which was the roofer or the guard of the temple was with the entry of the cave, in the Occident.
The others were dispersed in the two columns.
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The sword

To believe in the energy and the eternal and organizing force of the universe which represented
the sun which gives us energy and the light to distinguish the colors, the black and the white, was
the first lesson. The thought of Mithra, widened once had built an army or a so-called police
force which was made up of hundreds or thousands of soldiers and Lions to cover and make safe
the laymen and the faithful ones. Moreover, the sword (arms principal and obligatory as of the
3éme rank) was sometimes replaced by the dagger when it was a question of climbing
mountains. Lastly, the sword which was a weapon of war to widen the capacity will become a
symbol of destruction and even perhaps of protection to save the life and to take the life and thus
in the sword, we note the evil and the good, God and the Devil, the life and death, these dualities
which will take an importance in the thought of will zarathoustra.

To slice the throat!!
To slice the throat was a symbol of respect so that the members never forget:
- to give their head and their life to the others
- to be always ready to be made slice the head in the event of danger not to give information to
the enemies
- to be made slice the throat if they betray with the rules of the temple.

Mithra and great civilizations
The disciples of Mithra will start to create the first police force armed for the village PAMIRE
which quickly will become a city and gradually the cities will widen and the union of the police
forces of each city will become the army. And while increasing their army, they will advance to
them political power in the other geographical areas of the world while descending the Caspian
Sea and by building great civilizations around the Tiger and Euphrate. Undoubtedly the jealousy
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and the desire of catch capacity between the chiefs whom and it will begin the wars to be able
exchange of reign from one family to another, from one tribute to another and thus we have been
able to note several dynasties with several ethnos groups, dialects and languages for 7000 years
to date.
In great civilizations,
- civilization mésopotamienne and sumérienne
- civilization akkadienne and Babylonian
- civilization med
- Persian civilization etc...
we can note much symbols and thoughts of Mithra like the Bull, the Sun, Planets and Stars
around the Sun and the Earth. Each symbol will be represented like God and thus the duality and
the multiplicity will be to create until the arrival of Zarathoustra which will bring together all the
Gods, Mithra will be even one as of theirs to announce God of the capacity and the knowledge,
God of wisdom and the organization named Aoura Mazda.

Idea To save & Miracle
Mithra had promised to return while going down from the mountain of PAMIRE to save the
people and this idea will continue as all the zorastres which will be claimed to be savers like
Cyrus, Moise, Jesus, Mani etc... If they could not save the world, at least they will have
succeeded in saving a part of the people which lived under the pressure and the slave system.
The knowledge of astrology, medicine and pharmacy led the large characters of the history to
make the impossible one and thus the uncultivated popular masses claimed that the acts of these
great men were miracles or magic and it is as that which we can note that during a part of the
history, even certain historians claimed that the disciples of Mithra were magicians.

The sun and the bull of Mithra always go remains the symbol of the civilization of Babylonian
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Mithra, Neither dogma Nor delivers
The thought of God of the Sun (Mithra, IZAD-MEHR) with his methods of initiation and the
graduation of its disciples and the sacrifice of bulls to enrich agriculture did not have any dogma
nor delivers but only the faith in a large architect. An architect who founded the universe with
rules and the wisdom which gives the life, energy, love like the Sun.
The idea of the sacrifice will be imitated by the unconscious people and whe n they did not
have bulls or animals, the children we re sacrificed. First Zoroastre after Mithra will
prohibit the sacrifice of the animals. Abraham will prohibit the sacrifice of the children,
the substitutes by sheep. However, it will not have the downtime completely the sacrifice
and it is Bouddha and Jesus, among their innovative ideas, which will prohibit the sacrifice
of the animals for God.
Then the soldiers and the disciples of the caves of PAMIRE in Tadjikistan, under the monitoring
and the obedience of their Masters will be the Masters of the creation of great civilizations of the
two with dimensions ones of the Tiger and Euphrate. They go installed them magic capacity and
completely unknown within great civilizations like those of Sumer, Elamite, Babylon, Assyrie,
Mad, Achéménides. Certain large Masters and Generals of thought and combat will become
prophets there.

The entry of Zarathoustra
(the luminous plate)
in the history
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Before its Mithra disappearance, itself, will greet its people and will turn over in the caves of the
mountains of PAMIRE while saying that it would be always present and that it would return with
each time the need for a saver would be made feel.
He will thus create the idea of a saver and the Messiah whom one also named SOUCHIANTE.
After Mithra, the other large Masters, fathers of the fathers who came to adapt the mithraïc
thought with their time were named Zarathoustra (ZAR-TOSHT). This name had a very close
relationship with IZAD-MEHR, God of the sun.

The saver and to be born by virgin women!
Then ZAR-TOSHT wants to say the gilded plate and the luminous plate which would come all
the 100 or 1000 years to renovate the mithraïc thought and to adapt it to its time.
Moreover saver (next Zarathoustra or IZAD-MEHR) will be born from a virgin woman who,
while bathing, will fall pregnant from the sperm of first Zarathoustra, IZAD-MEHR.
This idea will run in the history and several children will be born is by virgin women or deads
after the good news of astrologers and the majority are regarded as the word of God or the
messenger of God (angels).
- It was the case for the woman of Abraham, Sarah, who fell pregnant from Isaac
miraculeusement, a child who will become Zoroastre...
- the mother of Samson will fall pregnant whereas she is virgin and the history of Samson with
Dalilé shows us that he could be Zoroastre...
- the woman of Zacharia, Elisabeth, she also, will give rise to Jean (YOHANA = YAHAN of
origin Persian) in a miraculous way. A child who will be another Zoroastre and who will prepare
the arrival of Jesus.
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As the Bible quotes it, the close relations of Elisabeth were astonished by the choice of the name
(YOHANA = YAHAN of origin Persian) but Elisabeth will insist to name her Jean son =
JAHAN which means the world.
Then darling, founder of Christianity, will be born from a virgin of which we will report the
history in the following lines. During the appearance of several Zarathoustra, there A were the
appearance of several books or bibles which were only libraries entitled AWESTA.
Awesta wants to say knowledge, the library or the encyclopaedia. In India, one says VEDA as
Mithra which while entering to India becomes Shiva. This change of pronunciation of name is a
thing daily and usual and each word and name, when it is used in another place or country sees
its pronunciation changing.
Words MOS as an Egyptian and MASHE (MOSHE) in Hebrew become French BRACE. In the
same way the holy Marie who called several times per day her son, ISSA, is French deveu
Jesus... then Mithra (without H, Mitra) who was perhaps at the beginning, MEHRI, will take a
"H" in the medium.
Then it should be specified for once that many names will change their pronunciation of origin
when they travel in the world.

Awesta
Awesta had a multitude of volumes:
- History
- Medicine
- Pharmacy
- Geography
- Mathematics
- Philosophy
- the art of the combat
- chemistry
- astrology
- the breeding and agriculture
These disciplines adapt each time with the progress of the company and the events in progress
under the direction of the Fathers of the Fathers, the Masters of mithraïsm named MOGHE,
MAGOUSSE! The synonyms of Mithra, contract, agreement, friendship, love, sun... were
official principles in the army disciplined which could be a soldier or civilized.
At the time, the writing did not exist for the popular mass, to work on the stone was thus a means
of expression to create objects and statues, a work neat and regular. Consequently, since the
force of the groups of seven of Mithra present and was well organized, each time that there were
attacks or change of political power, plain groups of the mithraïsm could change the thought and
philosophy Persian and mithraïc of the invaders. The Lions and the soldiers mithraïc will start to
be dispersed in the world with their science and their thought in order to create disciplines and
great civilizations.
A part of them will go to Europe, the other will go down by Iran from today in direction from
India and the last directed by the General or the Lion, Adam, will cross the Tiger and Euphrate.
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Mithra never tried to invent or bring a religion and dogmas, it advanced with sciences and the
knowledge but Zarathoustra is the first Persan one which will unify the gods of Mithraïsme in
only one, Ahoura Mazda and will popularize the religion, of wisdom while being based on
rationalism.
And the MAZGATES will take the place of the temples and the seven ranks will be abandoned
and the faithful ones, ministers of Zarathoustra. The idea to educate with ranks of small groups
to manage the world by the means of scientific individuals and the selected men, educated will
be replaced by the popular masses and the faithful ones.
Mithra will become one of the Gods among the unified Gods of Zarathoustra as a God of the sun
and Ahoura Mazda, the large architect of the universe and the organizing force of the capacity
and wisdom!

Adam and Eve
The thought of Mithra crossed the Tiger and Euphrate

The thought of Mithra crossed the Tiger and Euphrate and will enter the desert of the Sinai by a
large Master of the Masters, named Adam, there is more than 5700 years.
Year bringing back this thought in the desert of the Sinai, it created a history and a dynasty in a
tribute which will conquer the world and the creation of made humanity already several million
years ago will take its name and its time since it will create the verb and the word in the desert.
But its marriage with the black ones which was the inhabitants of the desert goes creates the
conflict between him and his wife, Eve, and between her child for the choice of woman white or
black!! This conflict of race and being able goes gene eternally the disciples and the family of
Adam.
From this moment all the chiefs of tribe of Adam will be named the prophets and the messengers
of God. Their acts will be regarded as divine and all the history of Mithraïsme will become the
history of the children of Adam.
They even will regard the birth of Adam as that of humanity and the beginning of the world!!!
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Abraham
Abraham, wire of Adam, father of Isaac, Isaac father of Jacob whose
this last will have 12 child of which Judas and Joseph who will reign
in Egypt and when its capacity fails, its family will become slave and
captive of Egypt until the arrival of Spartacus, victorious, which is
Moise, which will release them thereafter. Abram wants to say
"Father of the Fathers" and after having widened and built its
movement by unifying several large tributes of Adam, it will become
Abraham which means the "Father of the Fathers". And it is as from
this moment that Abraham will build a degree higher than seven,
perhaps cancelling the seven degrees and founding the idea of
prophecy and the work of a single chief in the place of the council of
the seven. One represents it by a shepherd who guides his herd.

Moise

1200 years before J-C, a general of Pharaon, noble and mithraïc thought enjoyed his glory at the
time of the engagements of his world. Seeing the suffering of a part of the humanity which lived
under the slave system and misery, it chooses to revolt in spite of a life of dream. Until the 40
years age, Moïse was informed in all science of the world, and became powerful.
Indeed, when it defends a slave, he becomes the liberator of all.
It will escape of the palate and will be found in the arms of SEPHOURA and thanks to this
human love, it will find its being which is not of other than the father of the fathers. The father of
SEPHOURA will prepare to use sciences of the mithraïsm that Pharaon will regard as magic to
save his people.
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The third day of spring, Mithra regards it as the clean day (Easter) where it is necessary to have
the memory of nature by making a picnic out of the city. This day coincides with the destruction
of the idols by Abraham which had awaited the exit of all the inhabitants.
Often, the majority of the Persian characters of the history before Moïse, we find them in the
desert of the Sinai or other with dimensions of the Tiger and Euphrate with names or different
anecdotes.
Let us take the example of Noah who built an arch to save a part of humanity. For the Persians
one appoints it king JAMSHID which built a solid tower to save a part of the humanity of a
natural disaster. Same manner, Adam and Eve, first alive human being on Earth, are named in
Persian thought MASHYA and MASHYANEN. To conclude on these differences in names, first
name GIVE (Guy) MARTIN is a Persan first name, just like Adam and Eve.

Torah

Undoubtedly all the books of all the religions were not written by their prophet but rather written
and gathered several hundred or ten years after their disappearance. Undoubtedly all the books of
all the religions were not written by their prophet but rather written and gathered several hundred
or ten years after their disappearance.
In the seven books of the Torah we find many passages devoted to the Persian kings and with the
methods of being able of their mode and even king Cyrus is regarded as the Messiah and Christ
for the Jews.
The idea of the thought of the mithraïsm which was a method of thought and research of the
truth from time to time became religious dogmas for obtaining the political power and economic.
That started wars, falls of dynasties and the installation of a new political power.

Concerning did the Torah, Claire Chartier, under the title "Moïse write the Torah? wrote: "If
Moïse lived in XIIIe century before Jesus-Christ, and if he is the author of the five books which
report the birth of Israel, the Torah must date from the same time. However no specialist retains
this chronology. The exégètes estimate today that Pentateuque was in writing lying at the time of
the exile of the Hebrews in Babylon, between 587 and 539 before Jesus-Christ approximately.
Earlier, the populations of old Israel were not taught reading and writing. The professional
scribes were given the responsability to retranscribe the contents of the accounts which
circulated - the oral traditions - and which were numerous, as attests it the Genesis. The first
biblical chapters thus include the groundwork of an old myth mésopotamien - the legend of
Gilgamesh - in which a hero in hillock with a malfaisant god discovers the tree of life and built
an arch to escape from the flood. But let us return to these thousands of Jews of the kingdom of
Juda, deportees in Babylon by king Nabuchodonosor. It is necessary to think these Judéens notable, priests, soldiers, peasants, tradesmen - unloading on the edges of Euphrate, without
books nor temple where to practise their religion and to perpetuate their rites. On this foreign
ground where they failed, these men and women want to affirm the vitality of their people, vis-avis with the surrounding empires Assyrian and Egyptian, which will not cease making weigh on
them them cane until IIe century before Jesus-Christ. Consequently, the large priests will launch
out in the writing of their history while taking as a starting point the the memories of those which
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had been pilot principal events of this past founder, memories which the tradition had
perpetuated.
Some exégètes - little followed, it is true - even support as the Torah would have been written
much more recently, into 230 before Jesus-Christ. The linguist Yaaqov S. Kupitz, professor at
the Hebraic University of Jerusalem, thus detects strong Greek influences in the texts. From
where it concludes that the authors of the Old Will probably lived at the time when the
hellenisation gained the Middle East (338 before the Christian era). The duel of David and
Goliath (I Samuel, XVII), for example, would point out that of Pâris and Ménélas, reported in. In
addition, the currency used by Jacob in the Genesis to buy a ground with Sichem (Gen., XXXIII,
19) - the qsitah, derived from the kisté Greek - did not exist before the arrival of Hellènes.
As of the XVIIe century, certain scientists publicly dare to doubt owing to the fact that Moïse
wrote the Torah. After the Jew Baruch Spinoza, condemned for pantheist heresy by the religious
authorities, the oratorien Richard Simon, father of biblical criticism, the existence of several
authors at the origin of Pentateuque suggests. Its intuition will be developed with XIXe by
Friedrich Schleiermacher. Underlining the doubled blooms (the same adventure is reported in
connection with several characters), versions different from the same event, in the Genesis, for
example, and contradictions of the Writings, the German exégète works out the assumption
known as "documentary", which will remain sails very about it until in the years 1970.
Approximately, the Torah would have been born from fusion
- in several stages - of two great quite distinct sources: the writing "yahvist" in progress with the
kingdom of David, Xe century before Jesus-Christ, and the sacerdotal writing "elohist", going up
in VIIIe century before the Christian era. This assumption lived. The exégètes lean from now on
for a drafting relatively condensed in time, at the moment of the exile "
Did these explanations are drawn from the article "Moïse write the Torah? "of Claire Chartier of
the Express train of the 15/12/2005.
WRITE RS INSPIRED OF the BIBLE AND THEIR WRITINGS (Chronological order)

Ordre

Écrivains

Occupations

Date

Écrits
Genesis; Exodus; Lévitique; Job;
Numbers; Deuteronomist; Psalm 90
(and may Be 91)

1

Moïse

Scholar, shepherd,
prophet, guide

2

Josué

Guide

3

Samuel

4,5

Gad et Na than

Prophets

~1040 BCE

one Samuel ; two Samuel

6

David

King, shepherd,
musician

1037 BCE

Majority of
Psalms

7

Fils de Qorah

8

Asaph

singer

many Psalms

9

Hémân

Wise

Psalm 88

Levit e, prophet

1473 BCE
~1450 BCE

Josué

~1080 BCE

Judges ; Ruth ; a part of one Samuel

many Psalms
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Wise

10

Éthân

11

Salomon

12

Agour

13

Lemouël

king

14

Yona

Prophet

~ 844 BCE

Yona

15

Yoël

Prophet

~ 820

Yoël

16

Amos

Gardien de
troupeaux,prophète

~ 804

Amos

17

Hoshéa

Prophet

apr. 745

Hoshéa

18

Isaïe

Prophet

apr. 732

Isaïe

19

Mika

Prophet

av. 717

Mika

20

Tsephania

Prince, Prophet

av. 648

Tsephania

21

Nahoum

Prophet

av. 632

Nahoum

22

Habaqouq

Prophet

~ 628

Habaqouq

23

Obadia

Prophet

~ 607

Obadia

24

Ézékiel

Priest, Proph et

~ 591

Ézékiel

25

Jérémie

Priest, Proph et

580

One and Two Kings; Jeremy;
Lamentations

26

Daniel

Prince, chief, Prophet ~ 536

Daniel

27

Haggaï

Prophet

520

Haggaï

28

Zekaria

Prophet

518

Zekaria

29

Mordekaï

~ 475

Esther

30

Ezra

Priest, copyist,
administrator

~ 460

31

Nehémia

Civil servant of court,
governor

apr. 443

Nehémia

32

Malaki

Prophet

apr. 443

Malaki

33

Matthieu

~ 41

Matthieu

34

Luc

~ 61

Luc ; Actes

35

Jacques
(brother of
Jesus)

av. 62

Jacques

36

Marc

~ 60-65

Marc

King, builder, wise

Psaume 89
~1000 BCE

The majority of Proverbes; Song of
Solomon;Ecclésiaste; Psalms 127
Proverbs 30

Prime Minister

Tax collector, apostle
Doctor, missionary
Supervisor
Missionary

Proverbs 31
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38

Paul

39

Jude (frère de
Jésus)

40

Jean
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Fisherman, apostle

~ 64

Missionary, apostle,
manufacturer of tents ~ 65

Disciple
Fisherman, apostle

One and Two Pierre
One and Deux Thessaloniciens;
Galates; One and Two Corinthians;
Romans; Éphésiens; Philippiens;
Colossiens; ;Hébreux Philémon;
One and Two Timot hée; Tite

~ 65

Jude

~ 98

Revelation; Jean; Un, Two and
Three Jean

HEBREWS
Chronology of the principal Hebraic and contemporary historical events.
approximately -2.500, development of the wedge-shaped writing élamite. Birth of the Semitic
consonnantic writing in Syria. The Semites mésopotamiens invent base 10, included in the
sexagesimal system, for calculation.
After the Egyptians, in Shumppak, the South of Mésopotamie, one uses an additive numeration
sexagesimal-decimal to carry out additions, multiplications and divisions. The first 59 entireties
are written additivement bases 10 of them, with the combinative one of two wedge-shaped
symbols: the vertical nail and the horizontal rafter, of small and big size.
-2.350 base 10 supplants base 60 gradually, in the everyday usage, in Mésopotamie.
-2.350 invasion of Araméens in Mésopotamie, come from the North of the Arabian desert.
Foundation by Sargon 1st, following a victory over Sumériens, of the first Semitic Empire
linking Mésopotamie, Syria and Minor Asia, with like Akadé capital.
-2.334 to -2.050, dynasty of Akkad. Construction of Ziggourat d' Our, which is a pyramid with
degrees. Creation of the Amonites kingdoms: Assur, Husbands, Babylonian. Migration of the
Hebrews in Mésopotamie.
-2.030 to -1.640, with the Average Empire, in Egypt, which has as a Thèbes capital develops the
worship of Amon-Rê. Egypt takes the contrâle of Palestine.
-2.000 to -1.500, one is at the age of average Bronze in Europe.
-2.000 collapse of the power sumérienne to the profit of Assyro-Babylonian. Suze becomes
capital of Élam.
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approximately -2.000, the Hebrews settle in the country of Canaan, which is currently Israel and
Palestine.
The time of the babellisation
-2.000 around this date a little everywhere a diversified linguistic explosion, whose centre of
gravity is located in Mésopotamie, with Sumer is noted.
-2.000 arrival in Iran of the Suméro-Hittites languages come from Sumer.
-2.000 dialectal differentiation of the languages suméro- indusiennes, improperly known as
"Indo-European", of 14 great groups. They are named: aryo-Indian or Indo-Aryan, Iranian,
Anatolian, thokarien, Armenian, Hellenic, Italic, Celtic, Germanic, Slavic, Baltic, albanien,
thraco-Phrygian, vénéto- illyrien.
-2.000 beginning of the writing araméenne, language which, later, will be the language of Christ.
Its alphabet is at the origin of the alphabets: Arabic, Hebraic, syriaque, kharosthi, and several
writings of the Central Asia. One still speaks a dialect araméen nowadays in Masalula in North
about Damas in Syria. The araméen essaimé in Africa by the valley of the Nile to the edges of
the gulf of Guinea, in current Caméroun.
-2.000 a language suméro-indusiennes known as wrongly Indo-Aryan develops in Iran, then
diversifies in Védique and Sanskrit. The vedic language is at the origin of all the languages
suméro- indusiennes of I' India. These languages suméro- indusiennes are known as wrongly
Indo-European, their prototype would be the Sanskrit, language artificially rebuilt by the
grammairiens during the pre- modern time, like was, on our premises, pseudo-traditional Latin
ecclesiatic. The Sanskrit survived, currently noted by the surlignée writing of the alphabet
devanagari which is also used to currently write the Hindi - second language of the world by the
number of its speakers, after Chinese and before English - but also the népali, the marathe and
the sindhi. The Bengali, the gumurkhi and the gujrati who of it are derived.
-2.000 the Italic language is spread in Italy, while diversifying later starting from the migrations
of Vénètes.
-1.800 to -1.600, migrations of the tribes Semites in Palestine. approximately -1.800, birth of
Abraham with Our, on right bank of Euphrate, capital of Sumer of the South or Chaldée.
-1.792 to -1.750, reign of Hammourabi king Semite of Babylon. It made engrave on a stele the
code of public law and private in 280 articles. -1.770 migration of the Hebrews towards the
valley of the Nile under Hyksos.
-1.761 catch of the town of Mâri on Euphrate, by Hammourabi, king de Babylone.
-1.700 beginnings of a primitive alphabetical proto-sinaïtic writing and hieroglyphic writing
Hittite.
-1.550 to -1070, Canaanéens pass under Egyptian protectorate.
approximately
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-1.450, birth of the alphabet modern phenician, resulting from the araméen, in Phénicie, current
Palestine - Israel. The alphabet araméen is also at the origin of the alphabets: Arabic, Hebraic,
syriaque, kharosthi and several writings of the Central Asia. One still speaks a dialect araméen
nowadays in Masalula in North about Damas in Syria. The araméen essaimé in Africa by the
valley of the Nile to the edges of the gulf of Guinea, in current Caméroun.
the -1.300 Hebrews, come from Mésopotamie, where they had been sedentary for one millenium,
appear in Palestine, then in Egypt. -1.250 biblical exodus of the Hebrews who leave Egypt led by
named Mos as an Egyptian, more known under the name Mâcheh in Hebrew or of French Moïse.
Recasting of the monotheism
-1.225 recasting of the monotheism by Moïse, after revelation on the Sinai Mount of the
Decalogue, complete summary of morals in ten commands. The monotheism had been déja
invented several times: before -3.000 with the Hel god of Sumériens, to -1.850 with Abraham
and -1.375 with Aménophis IV, known as Akhénaton, husband of Néfertiti.
-1.220 to -1.200, the Hebrews, come from Transjordanie, conquer the country of Canaan, ground
promised with the site of current Syria-Palestine.
-1.100 extension of the writing phenician towards Greece. It precedes the modern linear
alphabetical writing. It was written line then on the left.
-1.100 destruction of Troy by the Greeks. Troy had been founded into -3.000. -1.100 Assyrian
domination on Mésopotamie.
-1.010 to -970, reign of David on the kingdom of Judaea, it conquers Jerusalem.
approximately -1.000, Iranian in current Iran, and the avestique one in be-Iranian dominate, these
languages contribute to the diffusion of the alphabetical writing of origin phenician to the Close
East. There is a monumental meroïtic writing in Egypt, a writing sabéenne in current Yemen, a
paléo-Hebraic writing in Palestine.Cette last is the precursor of square Hebrew.
-998 Jerusalem becomes capital of Juda, or kingdom of Judaea. In China, foundation of the town
of Khi. Khi will become Peijing or Beijing later.
-981 to -917, life of Ahija, prophet of Juda. It dies in 64 years. It denounced the social injustices
pitilessly, which caused a popular rising, followed secession of Israel.
-979 pennies David, conquest of coastal bands of the Red Sea, with the establishment of a port
turned towards India. It is the port of Élana, located in Palestine, which opens the highway to
India.
-970 completion of the palate of king Solomon in Jerusalem.
-967 digging of a channel of approvisonnement out of water coming from the Jordan with
Jérusalem.Le problem of supply water is always acute in Jerusalem. The war of water is always
subjacent in the Middle East.
-964 to -910, life of Jeroboam, king d' Israël. It dies in 54 years. It revolted against Solomon,
flees in Egypt, was related to the throne by the 11 revolted tribes and became king d' Israël.
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-959 the approximation calculated of pi = 3, in Jerusalem, is in delay of one century on that of
the Egyptians.
In -1.850, the Egyptians had given a better value of pi = 3,1604.
-934 Ahia claims, in the name of God, the social restoration of Juda.
-933 eleven tribes, revolted against Solomon, separate from Juda to found Israel.
-933 the Greeks adopt the alphabet phenician.
-930 to -871, life of Omri, proclaimed king de Juda. It dies in 59 years.
-928 setting with bag of Jerusalem by the Egyptians, under Sheshonq.
-927 to -850, life of Élie, prophet of Israel. It dies in 77 years. It fights to maintain in its purity,
the old worship of Jahveh.
-900 hundred years after that of the paléo-Hebraic writing, birth of the Hebraic writing itself. It
will become later, while being standardized, square Hebrew. Notation of the vowels in Greek to
transcribe the foreign languages
-876 invention of the alphabetical notation of the vowels in Greece.
After Sumer which in -2.800 developed a writing attached to the language spoken thus ensuring
the passage about the pictogram the sound record, the invention of the notation of the vowels
which thus make it possible to note the phonemes of the foreign languages, is the second great
revolution in the history of the language articulated human It was a crucial invention which
allowed a development prodigiously diversified of the European languages, while ensuring their
intercommunicability in the writing. That had been made necessary by the passage of the
phonemic spelling-books for the Greek alphabet phénicen then. Association vowel-consonant
allows the alphabetical written transposition of the foreign syllabic sound records. All the
languages did not follow this way. The Arabic alphabets, Hebraic and Polish are current
examples of "false alphabets" to some extent, since they do not individualize or almost not the
vowels. They remained at a stage spelling-book cryptic, equipped with the alphabetical qualifier.
-872 in Samarie, in current Israel, develops the worship canaanéen of Baal, considered as a false
god by the Semites.
-850 rise of the Arab writing and the Hebraic writing.
-841 Athalie is the first woman to be gone up on the throne of Juda, Syria and Palestine current
joined together.
-722 the Assyrians take the Palestine average and the Israelis drive out some.
-649 to -583, life of the prophet of Juda, Jérémie. It dies in 66 years It declared impossibility for
Juda of having an independent life between the great powers who surround it.
-640 to -586, life of Sédélias, last king de Juda. It dies in 54 years.
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-628 to -553, life of Ézéchiel, Jewish prophet. It dies in 75 years. It professes the freedom of the
choice between the good and the evil.
-621 Josias, proclaims in Juda, the second book of laws. It is currently named Deutéronome.
-605 Syria and Palestine leave the influence of Babylon.
-600 the alphabetical writing araméenne is spread in Chaldée around Babylon.
-578 completion in Babylon of the tower of the temple, known as tower of Babel. It will give rise
to a great myth, that of the curse due to the multiplication of the languages within the human
articulated language. This myth seems to rest on the report, at that time, of a diversification of
the languages, made obvious by human displacements related to trade flows. Far from being a
curse the babellisation instigates a creative cultural diversity.
-567 Ézéchiel, biblical Jewish prophet, proclaim: peace, rights and equality of the goods for all.
-538 Judaea becomes an autonomous state.
-538 Cyrus the Large one, king de Perse, after having conquered Babylon, takes the title of king
of abylone and the nations. It thus claimed to found the first world power of the history.
-530 to -500, the Israelis, deportees in Babylon, return to Jerusalem. They had been driven out by
it by the Assyrians when they had conquered the Palestine average into -722.
-500 development of the Brahmi writing in India. The writing araméenne becomes international
in close Orient. Beginning of the osque writing in Campania, central Italy.
-500 fixing of the direction of the writing of left on the right in Greece. Previously the writing
was boustrophédon, i.e. that the direction of reading was alternate from one line to another, as as
an Egyptian. Then the direction of reading generally became of right- hand side on the left, as
into -1.100 with the writing phenician. approximately -500, writing of the Torah. The Torah is
the name given, by the Jews, with the first five books of the bible, or Pentateuque. That will
become later the name of the whole of the Jewish law.
-476 to -410, life of Néhémie, Jewish reformer of Perse. It dies in 66 years. It undertook the
restoration of Jerusalem, destroyed by Nabuchodonosor into -586.
-400 beginning of the Séleucide time in Mésopotamie. Certificate of the use of the zero médial
and terminal. It is the oldest known formulation of the zero like a number. approximately -398,
Pentateuque, unified by Esdras, is approved in Palestine by Artaxerxès II.
-340 publication of a universal history by Ephore.
-200 the Latin alphabet and the square Hebrew alphabet are definitively fixed. Such as we
currently know them. The modern alphabets come from the araméen into -2.000, which was
adopted by Phéniciens into -1.450, then by the Greeks in -933, the Etruscans in -800. the
avestique one of Syria is found in India into -797. the Greek alphabet passes to Italy into -628.
The Latin alphabets and Hebrew square are definitively fixed only into -200. -200 to -63,
hegemony of Séleucides Syrians on the Means -- the East.
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-197 to -142, Palestine is occupied by Séleucides Syrians.
-189 Antiochus III, king Séleucide of Syria, uses camels like mounting for its archers. The use of
the camels of war perduré until modern times.
-167 to -164, Judas Maccabée, beats the Syrians, allied with the rich person of Juda and conquers
Jerusalem.
-139 the Roman Senate recognizes the independence of the kingdom of Juda, the current State of
Israel and Palestine.
-72 to -4, life of Hérodote the Large one, king of the Jews. It dies in 68 years.
-64 Pompée conquers Syria and Palestine.
-63 Pompée conquers Jerusalem.
-42 publication of a synoptic table of kings d' Orient by Beaver, Roman historian.
-40 to -39, conquest by Parthes of Syria-Phénicie.
-37 to -4, reign of Hérode the Large one which conquers Jerusalem. approximately -30,
publication of the 17 pounds of the Great geography of Strabon.
-30 catch of Alexandria by the Romans, beginning of the Roman period in Egypt. It will finish in
year +395 of our era.
-27 to +40, life of Hérode Antipas, wire of Hérode the Large one, governor of the Jews. It dies in
67 years.
-27 Syria is Roman imperial province.
-25 to +45, life of Philon, Jewish theologist. It dies in 70 years.
-23 Diodore publishes its historical library in 40 volumes. -20 beginning of the rebuilding of the
temple of Jerusalem.
-13 foundation of the town of Césarée. City located at the North of Palestine, at the edge of the
Mediterranean, -10 to +30, life of Judas Iscariote, Jewish revolutionist. It dies in 40 years. It
betrays Christ.
-10 to +52, life of Mathieu, Jewish apostle. He dies in 62 years.
-7 to +29, life of Jean Baptist, Jewish preacher. He dies in 36 years.
-6 date possible, if not probable, of the birth of Jesus-Christ.
-5 moon eclipse noticed with died of Hérode.
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+3 publication of the history of the world of 14 volumes per Nicolas of Damas. After Diodore
which had published its historical Library in 40 volumes, in -23.(HEBREWS by Marcel V
Locquin)

Bouddha

alive and waked up being

The word Bouddha which comes from the language sanscrite means esstik Boutin with knowing
alive and to be waked up. Boudin, in the language Persian wants to say to be and exist.
Its origin was the town of BALKH of the old province of Khorasan and owing to the fact that
this capacity included/understood Nepal, the Cashmere and a part of India, the origin of the place
of the appearance of Buddha is varied.
Buddha was also named Zarathoustra and following the introduction of Islam, whereas all the
other thoughts and religions were prohibited, the faithful ones of Buddha in the countries of the
old Persian used the name Ebrahim Adham.
Then the last Zarathoustra (the Buddha of the time) takes the name of Ebrahim Adham, a name
which will remain among the soufies until today. Buddha, 560 years before J-C, prince of
Khorasan and Lion of Nepal.
After it will open a new way adapting with the situation of his time to save the world of the
military authority which dug a rather enormous hole between the capacity and the people, and
the rich person and the poor.
Buddha has its ten commands which it will leave with its faithful:
-

not to harm the animals
not to fly
not to make of adultery
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not to lie
not to misuse drink
not to speak on the back about people
not to be egoistic
not to be ignorant
not to hate
not to kill and be made kill

Jésus

Christ the reflection of the light
the descendant of ZAR-TOSHT = the luminous plate
Or another ZARATHOUSTRA!?
As we already explained Zarathoustra wants to say the luminous or gilded plate, the image
of the sun then the Christ who wants to say the reflection of the light will have the same
synonym as Zarathoustra, wire of the sun which gives the life, the richness, the existence
and energy with our ground. It is with the image of the sun, luminous plate!!
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Descendant of ZAR-TOSHT, (sun god) which was to come in the world all the 100 or 1000
years to save the world, continues via a woman which falls pregnant with its sperm (that of
God). This time the Master of the Masters and the MAGOUSSES will announce, by their
science of astrology!!, the arrival of a saver to save a part of the world which lived under
the slave system of the Romans and the Priests.

The Iranian MAGOUSSES come to see Christ

Jesus was born in Bethlehem, in Judaea, at the time where Hérode was a king. After its birth,
Iranian MAGOUSSES came from the East. They arrived to Jerusalem and asked: "Where is the
child who has just been born, the king of the Jews? We saw his star appearing in the East and we
came to adore it "they then transfer the star which they had already noticed in the East: it had in
front of them, and when it arrived above the place where the child was, it stopped. They were
filled of a very great joy by seeing it there. They entered the house and transfer the child with his
mother, Marie. They are reflected with knees to adore the child; then they opened their luggage
and gifts offered to him: gold, incense and myrrh.
This text comes from the Gospel of Mathieu and much of scientists and large priests of
Christianity confirmed the bond of Jesus (Christ who wants to say the reflection of the light)
with the thought of Mithra like the patriarch SB Mgr Patrick Truchemotte:
In 1986, then priest attached to the service of the primatiale Saint Jean-Baptist of Bordeaux I
attended a conference given within the framework of the biblical circle of studies by our
regretted Patriarche, S.B. Mgr Patrick Truchemotte, on the worship of Mithra.
An extremely important passage developed the following thesis: - the Magi of the Epiphany
would have been priests of this religion come from the south of Mésopotamie.
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Here is the argumentation, under the feather of Mgr Truchemotte:
Mithra and Magi of the New Alliance
The Gospel according to Mathieu Saint reports that at the time of the birth of Jesus of the Magi
arrived who came from the East. According to any probability these spiritual travellers belonged
to an extremely ancient religion whose most known figure of the historians that of very large
wise is named Zarathoustra (Zoroastre).
But it is wise to specify that Zoroastre was not the creator of this religion whose origin is lost in
the mists of time. It had done to nothing but write a code and principles of life him. In fact,
centuries before Zoroastre, Yasata, a celestial spirit was already révéré of the Indo-Iranian
people: it bore the name of Mithra.
It is not of no importance of knowing only the Magi who adored the child of the crib held this
name of Mithra like deeply worthy. The name of Mithra could result in words like: pact,
contract, alliance... Its role was indeed to maintain alliance between Supreme God and the
human ones...
The book of Avesta - speaking about him - said: "the sun is its eye". It is also very healthy to
specify what the Magi sought while going to Bethlehem. A very old tradition circulated among
the maguséens which formed a school, a particular clan, at faithful the mazdéens; it was
predicted that a crowned Saver was to be born in a cave and that this little child would be the
visible presence of Mithra. Was there another messianism that that of the prophets of the Bible?
In its érudite study "History of the Religion and Philosophy Zoroastriennes", Paul of Breuil
recalls that in Eastern Iran of the Magi astrologers collected themselves each year on a mountain
to watch for there during three days star of the large king.
It quotes the book of Seth and Opus Imperfectum in Matheum and writing, page 127 of its book,
these lines suitable to light us: - "Indeed, the topic of the shepherds who recognize or collect a
royal child is clean with the Iranian legend and the image of the birth of the Saver in a cave
belonged to the legends parthes of Saoschian (Souchiant)-Mithra, including the myth of the
virginal fecundation of the Mother. Parallel to the Apocalypse of Hystape, a prophecy
zoroastrienne on the birth of the Parthian royal ideology circulated among the maguséens ".
In short we could say that if the Magi came to the Crib, it is that they had been informed that an
extraordinary being was going to be born, a being representing anything else that the Messiah of
the nation of Israel.
The Gospel of Childhood, an Arab text of syriaque source affirms:
- "Magi arrived of the East at Jerusalem, according to what Zoroastre had predicted".
For good to put to us at the place those which Tertullien calls Kings Mages, let us open "the
General History of the Religions" of Solomon Reinach; it does to nothing but point out the main
part of the beliefs mazdéennes us: - "A the end of time, Ahura Mazda will engage a decisive
fight against Ahriman and will carry it thanks to the Sraoscha archangel (obeying it), victorious
of the Ashéma demon. A Virgin will then design of Zoroastre a Messiah, the Victorious one,
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second Zoroastre which will make ressusciter deaths and initially the first died, the primitive
man: Gayomart. The goods will be separated from the malicious ones, but the sorrows of those
will not be eternal ".
This text, our Magi are certainly impregnated; they await the arrival of That which must be born
from a Virgin and judge the goods and the malicious ones. But another observation is to be
made. Our Magi - after having adored - set out again with the conviction that they found the
Incarnation of Trés-Haut God, in conformity with the ancient predictions.
And like consolidating them in their conclusions, here that they are to some extent taken charges
some by the miraculous current which surrounds the child... Whereas a dream angelica is sent to
Joseph so that it takes along the Holy Family to Egypt, another dream is sent to the Magi - it is
Saint Mathieu which brings it back to us - so that they also modify their way. But where this
goes modified way? Undoubtedly at the point even from where our travellers left. And there,
once of return, which will they make?
This family to which they has just given gold and perfumes of great price, do you think seriously
that they will cut any contact with it? If the answer is not, if they establish during the years
which will follow a contact, a dialogue, what a enrichment! In this case two things must occur,
humanly thinking: Side of the Holy Family, something of philosophy mazdéenne must penetrate
and can be found in certain expressions and intrigues of Jesus, considered in his human nature.
Side of the Magi, an impregnation of the prophetic message which is likely to have led them to
modify their pertaining to worship behavior... And that would explain to a certain extent birth of
another form of the worship of Mithra within this very curious religion whose Bordeaux was an
important point... These explanations come from the Church Gallicane (www.gallican.org), end
of quotation.

Groups of seven
Dice that Marie will be financed by gold, the incense and the myrrh, it will take Jesus Christ (the
reflection of the light) and will bring back it to Egypt while knowing that as confirms it the
Bible, in the book of Esther, Egypt was one of the 127 countries of the time controlled by the
Persians. There will be the development of many temples (schools) of Mithra with seven
sciences. While passing by Iran of aujourd' today, India, the Cashmere, Jesus will turn over with
the first mistress and large mother of the mothers, Marie, to save the children of Abraham who
lived almost in slavery under the reign of the Romans and the profit of the priests. Two groups of
seven will accompany it and several groups already installed in Israel will be ready to
accomodate it so that it achieves its mission.

Jean Baptist & holy Jean
of mithraïc origin!!
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"... there was a priest named Zacharie which belonged to the group of priests of Abia. His wife,
downward of Aaron the high priest, was called Élisabeth... But they did not have a child, because
Élisabeth could not have some and they were already old both... An angel of the Lord appeared
then in Zacharie: it was held with the right-hand side of the furnace bridge being used for the
offering of the incense. When Zacharie saw it, it was disturbed and seized by fear. But the angel
says to him: "am not afraid, Zacharie, bus God heard your prayer: Élisabeth, your wife, will give
you a son whom you will name Jean (Jahan=Yohan)... the moment arrived where Elisabeth was
to be confined and it put at the world a son... the eighth day after the birth, they came for
circoncire the child; they wanted to give him the name of his/her father, Zacharie. But his/her
mother declared: "Not, it will be called Jean. (Jahan=Yohan)"" But nobody in your tribute bears
this name! "Then, they asked by gestures the father how he wanted that his child is named.
Zacharie was made bring a shelf to be written and it registered these words there: "Jean is well
his name"

Extract drawn from the Gospel of LUC
Jean Baptist (Jahan, name Persan which wants to say the world), right before the return of
Jesus, will start to initiate the population by baptisms and information on the arrival of the saver.

The dove of the saver released by Jean Baptist will take seat on the shoulder of Jesus and will
thus be baptized by his/her brother who will note that he is well the saver. Front, During and
after revolution of darling we see many Persian and faithful Mithra; Jean Baptist preparer of the
prophecy of darlings on the spot and holy Jean one of best the writer of his Gospel!! Jean saint
the Baptist, the cousin of Jesus, called ' the Baptist since it is him which baptized Christ, thus
marking the beginning of its public life.
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Jean = Jahan, which is thus that will be it precursory of Christ, "the light of the world" - from
where the bond with the solstice and the bonfire. Jean-Baptist who announced the arrival of
Jesus-Christ. He carried out a life of asceticism in the desert, and in Persian in company of
esséniens, during many years, before announcing on the edges of the Jordan the arrival of Jesus,
then to baptize it, and after having indicated it like the Lamb of God, "to pass the relay to him",
with his own disciples.
The?uvre of Jean-Baptist was the preparation with the arrival of Jesus. It prepared this work in
company of its disciples esséniens. It founded the baptism in water, while taking as a starting
point the the baptism of initiation related to the entry in fraternity, such as it was practised
among disciples of Mithra. It baptised Jesus. It entrusted its disciples to him. It is a work of
humble but large servant. Jesus will have for him a very great recognition.
He died decapitated, on request of Hérodiade, woman of the governor Hérode Antipas, which
will also judge Jesus a few times later. Thus the movement to initiate and select mithraïsm and
its teaching and its rules as the baptism will become public and popular!!

Tchelipa (the cross)
& Farvahar
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The TCHELIPA (the cross) which was used at the time of the crucifixion of Jesus was a symbol
of the perpetual motion of the world known at Mithraïques since thousands of years.
Moreover, the initials of FARVAHAR were invented starting from the TCHELIPA. It is said
that the curse of the desert will touch the troop!!
The faithful ones of Jesus which has it betrays were not made slice the throat!! They will become
the writers and the tellers of the history of the luminous reflection of Christ!! Jesus could not
save his people but the faith and the dispersed idea will do its work with its death.
However, already more than one century ago, his brothers conquered Europe whereas the
mithraïsm was already installed in the continent more than one hundred years before Jesus goes
back to Jerusalem.

MANI
CHRIST Of The EAST BUDDHA Of OCCIDENT

All that concerns the spiritual Master Mani (3rd century) was pitilessly destroyed: its writings
and its disciples finished all on roughing- hew it. The little which reached us is however enough
to give us an idea depth of its teaching, which would gain with being better known.
When one speaks today about Manicheism, one seldom thinks of this exceptional man, with this
Messenger of the Light which was Mani (216-276). Seven centuries after the Buddha, two
centuries after Christ, four centuries before Mahomet, wise Iranian was presented already in the
form of the reunificator of the East and the Occident, the "Paraclet of the Truth" or a "Seal of the
Prophets". Painter visionary and philosopher, poet, musician and doctor, Mani transmitted a
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vision of the world and life so powerful that it was spread, in a completely peaceful way, of
Africa in China, Balkans to the Arabic peninsula. Quite far away from the excessive judgements
that one wrongly carries on it, its tolerant and humanistic doctrines aimed reconciling the great
religions of its time (the Chinese will name it "Buddha of light" and the Egyptians "the apostle of
Jesus") and at directing the researchers of truth towards the discovery of the interior Light. Mani
taught with the Christians the major aspect, esoteric, of universal Christianity, revealed with the
magi of Iran the true direction of the message of Zoroastre, explained to the Buddhists the way
of the release. The "Eglise of Justice" that it had founded to transmit the mysteries of the Perfect
Man, illuminated million hearts during more than thousand years.
Such a clearness and such a power caused obviously the adversity, the jealousy, hatred, and they
were the monks and the men of being able who, not including/understanding his words of
awakening, tried to destroy the luminous thought of Mani. "Of its religion of beauty, of its subtle
religion of clearly-obscure, we did not keep, will write the novelist Amin Maalouf, that these
words" Manichean, Manicheism ", become in our mouths of the insults." (let us not forget that
thousand after, the charge of "Manicheism" will lead the cathares to roughing- hew.) By which
strange trick of the History this sublime name it became the symbol of the intellectual and moral
divagation?
An Arab tradition reports that "when one burned the books of Mani and of its disciples, of fire
spouted out invaluable stones and ran out of liquid gold". Because the words, like the beings,
have as a history and conceal treasures of significances as a meticulous analysis can reveal. A
name is a "signature". That of Mani unquestionably contains the greatest secrecies, those which
milked with the mysteries of the Spirit and the interior man. This crowned name indicates in
first, as the disciples of wise Iranian attest it, "That which offers the basket, bread of life".
According to other authors', the origin of its name would go up with the syriaque word mana,
"vase" or "clothing", or with Sanskrit mani, which means "stone, invaluable pearl, gemmates"
(think here of the mantram Om mani padme Om, whose direction is: "Hello with you, ô jewel [
hidden ] in the lotus"). These three figures, the vase, the pearl and clothing, are attached directly
to the mystery of Graal whose presence is attested in all the religious traditions, of China in
Europe, while passing by India, Egypt and the Middle-East. Chalice, stone, gem or deliver, in
some form that it is described, Graal never ceased being the symbol of the union of the human
heart with the Spirit, drank ultimate those which seek the Truth. Symbol, certainly, but whose
true significance is attached curiously to the physiology even of the interior man, of the Man of
light. Because the Sacred vessel which gives access to the Kingdom, the Nirvana, the Original
Earth, it is in ourself, which it is: the foot of the cut rests in the cardiac opening and the lungs,
the stem of the chalice is drawn up in the neck (trachea artery and larynx), and the top of the cut
is formed by the sphere of the head. It acts here of an irrefutable spiritual fact, relating to the
regeneration of the system head-heart, bases realization of the new Man. Let us mention that it
chakra-crown (or coronal will chakra), connected to the pineal body which plays a great part in
all the spiritual processes, has also the form of a cut of Graal.

The word Sanskrit manas still evokes the mental one, the thought, the spirit and in Indian
mythology, Manu wants to say "first man" or original man. Into syriaque, one still speaks about
Mani Hayya, "Mani the Alive one". This formula, used in the past for Orphée and allotted to
Jesus in the Gospel of Thomas, means: "that which really saw, which is ressuscity".
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These some hardly buckled indications enable us to understand that each image, each word
employed in teaching and the life of the Iranian prophet must be taken before just like testimony
of the life of the heart, and interpreted in an interiorized way. Thus, in a psalm Manichean, Mani
is it describes as "the wind of the North" which shows the way to those which seek: "a wind of
the North, which blows on us, such is Mani. Let us weigh the anchor with him and undertake
together the voyage towards the country of the Light "the Manichean, led by the breath of the
Spirit, can thus leave on a journey to seek the invaluable pearl of the heart. It is then possible for
him to reappear and recover the truth capacity to think which restores the bond between the
celestial Man (the monade, microcosm) and the terrestrial man (the personality, the body).

This is why Mani is not only one character historical whose modern historians try with difficulty
to reconstitute the biography, but it is also the symbol of the eternal Spirit, consolator and healer,
who leads the hearts towards the way of the release; it is an incarnation of Christ Universal, gone
down in the world in the shape from the Envoys of the Light and which appears in us, like alive
Esprit. It is of all times, it is Alpha and the Omega, "the first and the last".

Let us formulate the hope which the evocation of the teaching which took form in this
exceptional being which was Mani, whose only name evokes the highest mysteries, those of
crowned Knowledge, encourages many researchers of truth to leave in search Pierre Wise, sacred
vessel, whose "true residence is will terra it incognita of the heart", in the c?ur of the man. Our
book their is dedicated. It wants to clarify the various aspects spiritual, philosophical, esoteric,
alchemical and civilizing of the?uvre of Mani the Alive one, at least what, after so much of
centuries of lapse of memory one can still guess... (MANI CHRIST Of the EAST BUDDHA Of
OCCIDENT Per François Favre)

Alexandre
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Philippe, the Father of Alexandre and his wife very attracted by the Persian country, wanted to
conquer it but the father will die by leaving the hope of this conquest to his son.
The birth of Alexandre has also his legend with the sperm of Zarathoustra and the woman of
Philippe and Alexandre himself claimed that this child had been born by sperm from God AMO.
AMO into Persan wants to say river, water and the rain then here also we can note the idea of the
saver of Zarathoustra which makes renter its sperm when the woman is bathing.
Alexandre will conquer Perse, Egypt and will fall in amazement in front of the mithraïsm and
Zarathoustra. He will get dressed from now on like the Persian kings and will speak Persian.
The Soldiers and Generals (Lions) of the Persian army who will note their failures will join in
Alexandre for Mithraïser his army. They will succeed and the soldiers of the army of Alexandre,
after his death, will carry the mithraïsm in Rome.

On this subject, I would not say any more and I would give the word to the Western historians
and to their writings with regard to the arrival of the mithraïsm in Europe.
Here thus how after 5000 years of the birth of Mithra and the creation of Mithraïsme and several
Zarathoustra which this thought will conquer the world:
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Mithra in Europe

History of the Worship of Mithra
origins
In Perse achéménide the official religion was the zoroastrism, which postulated the existence of a
single god, Ahura Mazda. It is the single divinity mentioned in the preserved inscriptions of the
time of Darius Ier (521-485 av.JC).
However, there is a preserved inscription, in Suse, time of Artaxerxès II (404-358 front. JC.), on
which Mithra at the sides of Ahura Mazda and another god called is represented Anahite. Does
there exist a bond between this Persan Mithra, its Indo-Iranian prédéceseurs, and that of the
worship with mysteries of the Tomain Empire? Thus that thought it which began the studies on
the mithraïc religion, Franz Cumont; but today the question is far from being clear. In the
kingdoms of Parthie and Bridge, a great number of kings bore the name of Mithridate (for
example Mithridate VI), which can be in etymological relation with Mithra.
On another side, in Pergame, in Minor Asia, Greek sculptors produced the first low-reliefs
representing the image of Taurobole. Whereas the worship of Mithra only started to be diffused
in Héllade, perhaps all this marks the way of Mithra towards Rome. The first reference in the
histrography gréco-Roman to the worship of Mithra is in the?uvre of the Plutarque historian,
who mentions that the pirates of Cilicie celebrated secret rites in relation to Mithra in 67 front.
JC.

Mithraïsm in the Roman Early empire
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It is probable that those which introduced the mithraïsm into the Romain Empire were
légionaries who had exerted at the Eastern borders of the Empire. The first material proofs of the
worship of Mithra date from years 71 and 72 of the Christian era: they are inscriptions made by
Roman soldiers who came from the garrison of Carnuntum, in the province of Pannonia
Supérieure, and which probably had gone before in the East, war against Parthes and in the riots
of Jerusalem.
About the Eighty, the Roman author Stace mentions the scene of the tauroctonie in his Thébaïde
(I, 719-720). Plutarque, in its Life of Pumped, clearly said that the worship of Mithra was
already known at its time. At the end of IIe century the mithraïsm was widely diffused in the
Roman army, as at the bureaucrats, the merchants and until among slaves. The major part of the
archaeological evidence comes from the German borders of the Empire.
Small objects of worship in relation to Mithra were found in excavations from Romania to the
Hadrian's Wall.

Mithraïsm during Bottom Empire
The emperors of IIIe century were in general guards of the mithraïsm, because they used his
structure very hierarchical to reinforce their own capacity. Thus, Mithra was reconverted in
symbol of the authority and the triumph of the emperors. Since the time of Convenient, which
was initiated with the worship, the followers of the mithraïsm came from all the social classes. A
great number of mithreae were discovered in the garrisons of the borders of the Empire.
In England one identified at least three of them, along the Hadrian's Wall, in Housesteads,
Carrawburgh and Rudchester. Remainders of others mithraea were found in London. Other
sanctuaries of Mithra set up at that time are in the province of Dacie (where one found in 2003 a
mithraeum with Alba-Tulia), like in Numidie, in the north of Africa. However the greatest
concentration of mithreae is in Rome even and close to Ostie, with a total of twelve identified
temples, whereas it may be that there are several hundreds.
One can judge importance of the mithraïsm in Rome with the archaeological discoveries: more
than 74 sculptures, a hundred inscriptions and ruins of temples and sanctuaries in all the city and
its periphery. One of the most representative mithreae, whose stone furnace bridge and benches
always exist, was built under a Roman house (what apparently was a usual practice) is still
visible in the crypt on which was built theSaint-Clément Basilica in Rome.

End of the mithraïsm
At the end of IIIe century a syncretism occurred between the mithraïc religion and certain solar
worships of Eastern source, which crystallized in the new religion of the Ground Invictus
"unconquered sun". This religion became official in the Empire into 274 thanks to the Aurélien
emperor, who set up in Rome a splendid temple dedicated to the new divinity, and created a
body of clergy of state to ensure the worship, whose leader was called pontifex solis invicti.
Aurélien allotted on the Ground Invictus its victories in the East. This syncretism however did
not sound the end of the mithraïsm which continued to exist like nonofficial worship. A great
number of the senators of the time practised at the same time the mithraïsm and the religion of
the Ground Invictus.
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However, this period marks the beginning of the decline of the mithraïsm, because of the losses
of territories which the Empire underwent following the cruel invasions of people which affected
frontier territories where the worship was very enraciné. The competition of the Christianity,
supported by Constantin, flew of the followers to the mithraïsm. It is also necessary to take into
account the fact that the mithraïsm excluded the women whereas they had the right to take part in
the Christian worship. Christianity supplanted the mithraïsm during IVe century, and became the
official religion of the Empire with Théodose (379-394). There were some tests to give again life
with the worship of Mithra per Julien "the apostate" (361-363) and by the usurper Eugene (392394), but they did not meet much success. The mithraïsm was formally interdict as of 391,
whereas its clandestine practice was maintained a few decades.
The mithraïsm however survived until the beginning of Ve century in some areas of the Alps and
returned to the life, tough but in a transitory way in the Eastern areas of the Empire, where it
found its origins. It had an important role in the development of the Manicheism, religion which
was also in strong competition with Christianity.

Similarities with Christianity
- After its birth, Mithra is adored by shepherds.
- the transitus (voyage of Mithra with the bull on the shoulders) points out it Via Crucis of the
account evangelic.
The mithraïsm was a religion of hello: the sacrifice of Mithra had like end the redemption of
mankind.
- Mithra received the names of the Light, the Truth and the Good Shepherd.
- the ritual banquet of faithful of Mithra has similarities with the Christian eucharistie.
- the crowned day of the mithraïsm was Sunday.
- the birth of Mithra celebrated on December 25.
The attributes of the lord' s Prayer - the most important level of initiation to the mithraïsm - were
the Phrygian cap, the stick and the ring, very similar with the mitre, the stick and the ring of the
Christian bishops.

Places to visit
- the museum of Dieburg, in Germany, exposes discoveries in a mithraeum, like the ceramics
parts used in the lithurgie;
- the museum of Hanau, in Germany, shows the rebuilding of a mithraeum;
- the museum of the University of Newcastle exposes the objects found in the three sites
arqueologic along the Hadrian's Wall, and reconstitutes a mithraeum;
- the church Saint Clement, in Rome, has a well preserved mithraeum;
- the town of Martigny (old Octodurus), in the Swiss Alps, shows a rebuilt mithraeum (Internet
site);
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- Ostie, the wearing of Rome, where the remainders of 17 mithraea were found; one of them
presents rather important discoveries;
- the Museum of Art of Cincinnati exposes a sculpture of a mithraeum of Rome representing
Mithra killing the bull.
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Mithraïsm in Bordeaux
All these worships were supported in a rather curious mixture of fights and syncretism. In fact
we can differentiate them in two blocks: Popular worships follow- ups by the great mass coming
to offer sacrifices to reconcile its gods of various origins, and worships initiatory where one
more or less revealed under the seal of the secrecy various mysteries. In the religion of Mithra
the initiates named themselves according to their ranks corbels, lions, etc. Like the Christians,
they were indicated between them under the name of brothers. In top of the hierarchy, forming a
priesthood, there were the Fathers and the Fathers of the Fathers whose role was relatively
similar to that of the Christian bishops. Extremely was he a Father of the Fathers in the worship
of Mithra? Did he officiate in Mithreum (temple dedicated to Mithra) of Bordeaux discovered in
1986 at the time of the demolition of the store Parunis (course Victor Hugo, with two steps of the
Lagrue Markets)? The thing does not seem impossible. Saint Augustin reports to us that it was
struck to see that one of these Fathers of the Fathers was appropriate that they served both same
God. Without wanting too much to insist on the analogies between the two worships, let us note
the common idea of a mediator between the Trinity and the human being... Tertullien, which
does not like the mithraïc religion notes however that its sacratis (initiated) has "sacraments" (it
employs the word): baptism, oilings of honey, use eucharistic of bread, wine and water devoted
by the Fathers.
Tertullien which writes towards 200 ap. J.-C. judges that these resemblances are the artifices of
the devil. But the episode of Fort occurs before the epistolary combat from Tertullien, at one
time when the Paul Apostle does not have fears to identify unknown God to the Athenians and
God of the Christians, and where another carrier of the Gospel will identify Isis (the Virgin who
must give birth to) and Marie (the Virgin which gave birth to). In fact it seems well that the
prophetic message was not restricted with the only Juif people, but that the arrival of Christ was
announced by different currents. The Magi, the Sibyl of Cumes are the witnesses affirmed by the
Church that the messianism was universal. And if it preserved with a Fort, religion of Mithra,
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Martial, trained in the schools of Israel, if it looked at the serpentine terminals of symbolism
mithraïc found to them, without any doubt, some cousinage with that which Moïse made raise in
the desert on a wood cross to fight the bites of snakes... Similia Similibus. Jesus himself had
compared himself with the bronze snake that Moïse made raise... And the Fathers of the Church
often reconsidered this symbol... In front of Pharaon the magicians transformed their sticks into
snakes as have just done it Moïse... But the snake of Moïse will devour those of the magicians.
One can enjoy to imagine what could be fusion between the two groups, to think that certain
characteristics of the rites gallicans could come from the worship of Mithra in the same way
which one finds of the traces of paganism romano-Greek in the Roman liturgy or of the vestiges
of the synagogue in certain orthodoxe rites. Carriers of a message, the Apostles do not destroy
what seemed to them good in the religious forms that they approached. "Jewish with the Jews
and Pagan with the Pagan ones..." According to the expression of Paul Saint, they brought what
Christ had transmitted to them. No doubt (on our assumption) Martial thought that it was
necessary to respect certain habits of this community which converted. In the worship of Mithra
one requests the arms in cross (Orphéus - S. Reinach 1930). Let us leave this habit at the time of
the Our Father. Parcelling out in nine shares of the devoted breads? Why not...
Each piece will represent a passage of the life of Christ. The head of ass is symbol of Mithra,
emblem of the end of initiation. In a graffiti of the catacombs one shows a surmounted cross of
this head (strange union which seems assure us the possibility of a fusion of certain communities
of the rite of Mithra in Christianity).
In an influence of the rite of Mithra cannot we register this strange festival of the ass which
remained in full Middle Ages and where one danced around an ass? Tale the initiatory of Skin of
Ass, taken again by Perrault, but quite former, will show us initiated to adorn in turn dresses of
various colors to finish by the skin of ass... Last stage. Zoroastre, the Balaam Prophet have an ass
for mounting; in antiquity it is the mounting of wise and Jesus overlaps one in his triumphal walk
of them on Jerusalem. Certain authors have advanced that the presence of the ass and the ox with
the crib (one and the other not being formally indicated in the Writings) would be one of the
vestiges of the ass and the bull of Mithra. After any Strabon it does not give the name of certain
Moschus (Moïse) like founder of the mithriaque rite... If this current of thought, important in
Burdigala, came from mosaic initiation, what could be more natural to think than it adhered
easily to the preaching of Martial Saint. Of Gallo-Roman Burdigala it only remains us well
little... Ignorance let destroy many vestiges of this great past.
Some ruins with the Palate-Gallien, some stones with the Concise museum... Much more, the
study of the tradition of the origins of the Church of Bordeaux is in the context of a spiritual
symbiosis with cities now disappeared. Where is Martial Noviomagus from which came and
from where it sent its stick to Fort? Around did Brion as think it Camille Julian, in the north or
the south of Soulac, under the bench of Olives? In year 580 this city and much with others were
covered by a gigantic tidal wave... Absorbed, ensablées cities of Aquitaine where Martial and
Fort created communities. The historical materialism in vain play denies any truth with the
"legend" of Holy Veronique, Saint Amadour and Saint Martial. Who will seek under the dunes
the city and the church of Our- injury of Buze where in 1565 the chronicler Elie Vinet enters by
the roof the ensablé building... Maintaining sands very covered: Lost city! Stopwatches, the
snake of Mithra, in fact the time is rolled up, the mystery of the history, which will unroll its
rings... Christ, Which incarnated Verb, are the undeniable Master this time. Will it make reappear of under sands the 12 absorbed cities of South-west? Perhaps then we will learn that the
tradition did not lie. (Of the explanations drawn from Internet site Gallican.)
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Christmas, Kings Mages, Mithra and Cannabis

Until the fourth century of our era, many Christians celebrated
the birth of Jesus on January 6. At that time, December 25 was
the date on which one celebrated traditionally the birth of the
Persian saver Mithra. The Fathers of the Catholic Church,
annoyed by the celebration of this other solar king who
preceded their own festivities, adapted this former date and
moved the birth of Jesus of a dozen days. January 6 became the
Twelfth Night magi. In Latvia and Ukraine, this festival is still
celebrated with a dish containing of
the cannabis.
The magi who brought offerings to the
Jesus child were also known like
zoroastriens, according to the name of
their Zoroastre prophet. However
Zoroastre taught a religious technique
of extase chamanic starting with the
absorption of powerful preparation of hemp. Of the three gifts symbolic
systems, gold, the myrrh and the incense, one is unaware of to what the
translation of the old word "incense refers" (frankincense). Knowing the
use of the cannabis by the zoroastriens, it seems probable that the invaluable incense given to
Jesus included cannabis. The sect zoroastrienne was also at the origin of the concept of "saver of
the world" in the form of Mithra, one of the many concepts taken again later by the Christians.
The Christians adopted not only on December 25, goes back birthday to Mithra, but also the
luminous halation around the head of the Jesus child, the divine resurrection and well of other
aspects, directly borrowed by the Christian Church from the myths of the worship of Mithra.
This known last such a popularity in Rome at the time of the first centuries of our era, that the
occident failed well to become mithraïst and not Christian. However
one knows little about the worship of Mithra, at the same time because
it protected its mysteries and because it was éradiqué by the jealous
catholic Church. One can see association between the Mithra god and
the cannabis on a low-relief which shows Mithra sacrificing a crowned
cow and making run wound the crowned drink of the mysteries, in the
shape of blood symbolic system of the animal. The blood of the wound
clearly takes the shape of a sheet of cannabis, indicating that the
initiatory and crowned beverage included cannabis like ingredient first.
[ Mithra sacrificing the bull to renew the mithraïc life, marble, Mithra tauroctonus, IIIe century,
British Museum, London
The Smoking Solstice Sun Gods
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Chris Bennet, Cannabis Culture, Vancouver, novembre 1998
Source : Cannabis Culture www.cannabisculture.com
Traduction : Évolution Québec
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